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Study options in English 2022

- Chemical Engineering
- Computational Engineering
- Data Science
- Design (own admission process and criteria)
- Digital Systems and Design
- Economics
- International Business
- Quantum Technology

More information about the study options: https://www.aalto.fi/en/study-options
Application process

1. Read the admission criteria at aalto.fi
2. Book a SAT or an ACT test (if needed)
3. Submit an application at Studyinfo.fi 5.-19.1.2022
4. Submit your study certificates - Submit your SAT or ACT test results (if needed)
5. Wait for the publication of the results 3.6.2022
Eligibility to apply

General eligibility to apply
You need to have completed or to complete at latest in the Spring 2022 an upper secondary education that gives access to university-level studies in the country in question (e.g. a high school diploma)

Is SAT/ACT required or not?
If you have completed, or will complete in the spring 2022:
- Finnish matriculation examination,
- International Baccalaureate diploma,
- European Baccalaureate examination,
- Finnish DIA (Deutsches Internationales Abitur) diploma, or
- Finnish RP (Reifeprüfung) diploma

a SAT or an ACT test score is not compulsory.
Otherwise, it is required!
Admission Group I:
Admission based on grades
(YO/IB/EB/Finnish RP/DIA)

4 subjects are scored:
- Mother tongue
- Mathematics
- Best language
- Best other subject (out of the remaining subjects)

Minimum requirement:
Advanced Mathematics M
Basic Mathematics E

Admission Group II:
Admission based on SAT or ACT test results
Minimum 1200 points (SAT) or 25 points (ACT), test result must be received by 1.5.2022 at the latest

Admission based on performance in competitions:
Talousguru
MAOL Lukion matematiikka
MAOL Datatähti

Transfer student admission
International Business (Mikkeli campus)

**Admission Group I:**
Admission based on grades (YO/IB/EB/Finnish RP/DIA)

5 subjects are scored:
- Mother tongue
- Mathematics
- Best language
- Two other best subjects (out of the remaining subjects)

Minimum requirement:
Advanced Mathematics or Basic Mathematics with a pass grade

**Admission Group II:**
Admission based on SAT or ACT test results (YO/IB/EB/Finnish RP/DIA)

Minimum 1200 points (SAT) or 25 points (ACT), test result must be received by 1.5.2022 at the latest

**Admission Group III:**
Admission based on SAT or ACT test results (degree other than YO/IB/EB/Finnish RP/DIA)

Minimum 1200 points (SAT) or 25 points (ACT), test result must be received by 1.5.2022 at the latest
Science and Technology (Otaniemi campus)

**Admission Group I:**
Admission based on grades (YO/IB/EB/Finnish DIA/RP)

3 subjects are scored:
- Mother tongue
- Advanced Mathematics
- Physics or Chemistry (which ever gives the better score)

Minimum requirement:
Chemical Engineering, Computational Engineering, Data Science, Digital Systems and Design: Advanced Mathematics E

Quantum Technology:
Advanced Mathematics L or Physics E

**Admission Group II:**
Admission based on SAT or ACT test results
Minimum 1200 points (SAT) or 25 points (ACT) and Maths section minimum 650 points (SAT) or 28 points (ACT), test result must be received by 1.5.2022 at the latest
More information is available on our website.
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